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Apart from Jewish symbiosis with Greek civilization in ancient times, and with the Romanic and Germanic peoples of Western and Central Europe in the modern period, Jewish symbiosis with Arab Muslim civilization is considered to be one of the most important contacts of Jewish people with other civilizations. Unlike contacts with the other two civilizations, which were essentially at variance with Jewish religious culture, because Islam is from the very flesh and bone of Judaism, as S. D. Goitein indicates, ‘never has Judaism encountered such a close and fructitious symbiosis as that with the medieval civilization of Arab Islam’. Only under Arab Muslim influence did science, in the Greek sense of the word, for the first time become known and practised among the great majority of Jews. Medieval Jewish piety also leaned heavily on Sufism, i.e. Islamic mysticism. However, the basic aspect of Arab–Jewish symbiosis is that most of the Jews under the rule of Islam adopted Arabic as their mother tongue, as well as Arab ways of thinking, forms of literature, and Muslim religious notions.

Modern Arab–Jewish culture should be viewed against the background of the above symbiosis, the relationship between Judaism and Islam, the status of the Jews in the Arab Muslim world from the seventh century AD, as well as in the wake of the escalation of the religious, national and political conflict in the Middle East in the twentieth century. Unfortunately, from the late 1940s Arab–Jewish culture has been going through a process of marginalization, neglect, and gradual falling into complete oblivion by both Muslim Arab and Jewish Hebrew canonical cultural systems. Rejecting the hybrid Arab–Jewish or Jewish–Arab culture, both sides, each out of its own narrowed reasons and considerations, have generally refused to accept the legitimacy of such a cultural option, rather even doubting its historical existence in the past. This is in evident contrast to the solid sources, according to which Arabness referred to a common shared culture and language, with religious differences, that is until the 1940s the distinction in Arab lands had always been between Muslims, Jews, and Christians, and not at all Arab vis-à-vis Jew. Furthermore, although for half a millennium the creative centres of Jewish life were to be found under Islam and not under Christianity, western intellectual discourse has highlighted the Judeo–Christian cultural tradition and rarely acknowledged the Judeo–Muslim cultural tradition. Also, Jewish experience in the Muslim world has often been portrayed as an unending nightmare of oppression and humiliation. For
example, writing under the pen name Bat Ye’or (‘Daughter of the Nile’), the Egyptian-born scholar Giselle Littman argues that the myth of ‘peaceful coexistence’ between Muslims, Christians and Jews, such as the Andalusian ‘Golden Age’, propagated the Islamic version of the perfection of the *shari’a* – the law of Islam – in order to justify the elimination of Israel and its replacement by a ‘secular and democratic Arab Palestine, the multicultural Arab Palestinian State’.

The present article deals with the final phase of Arabic literature by Iraqi Jews in the twentieth century, through the life and works of one of its last writers, Ishaq (Isaac) Bar-Moshe (formerly Khedhouri).

Modern Arabic–Jewish literature was rooted in the second half of the nineteenth century, when the barriers between the Jews and the society around them began to fall. In the wake of the processes of westernization and secularization of the Middle East and North Africa, Jews, particularly in Egypt and Iraq, became involved in the political, social and economic life of their countries, as well as in the intellectual life, culture, literature and the arts. In Iraq, out of desire to integrate into the surrounding society as Arabs of Jewish origin, there was motivation to demonstrate excellence and show extensive activity in local culture and literature; Jewish educational institutions also emphasized instruction in the Arabic language which, according to Bar-Moshe, was a ‘decisive fact of life’. Furthermore, as the writer and physician Salman Darwish (1910–1982) says, the Arabic language and its culture ‘have penetrated into our blood’. It is no wonder, then, that more than once the fluent Arabic style of Jews was deemed superior to the average among their non-Jewish counterparts. From the Syrian writer and educator ‘Ali al-Tantawi (1909–99), who taught in schools in Baghdad in the 1930s, we learn that the excellence of Jewish students in Arabic provoked one school administration to ‘guarantee the good of the homeland, and behave towards the Jews as they deserve’. Thus, it was decided to integrate instruction in literature with instruction in Muslim religion, but even this did not prevent the Jews from excelling in the new curriculum.

It was not at all a desire of the Iraqi Jews to abandon their religion, but a consequence of the deep belief that there was no contradiction between the Jews’ adherence to their religion and being citizens, of equal rights and responsibilities, in the Iraqi homeland. Their cultural vision was inspired by the eloquent dictum ‘Religion is for God, the Fatherland is for everyone’; the reality in which they lived and worked was one of close symbiotic contact with the wider Arab Muslim culture. For most of them their Arab identity was uppermost – they were ‘Arab Jews’ or ‘Arabs of the Jewish faith’. On 18 July 1921, one month before his coronation as King of Iraq, the Amir Faysal (1883–1933) declared before the Jewish community leaders that ‘in the terminology of patriotism, there is nothing called Jews, Muslims, and Christians. There is simply one thing called Iraq [...] I am asking all the Iraqi children of my homeland to be nothing other than Iraqis, because we all belong to one origin and one tree, the tree of our ancestor Shem, and all of us are related to the Semitic root, and in that there is no distinction between Muslim, Christian, and Jew’.

Jewish writing in literary Arabic (*fusha*) in Iraq in modern times began in the first decade of the twentieth century, predominantly in journalism which developed as a
result of liberalization in the Ottoman Empire after the revolution of July 1908, and as a result of secularization and modern education in the local community. Modern Arabic belles-lettres among the Jews of Iraq flourished from the beginning of the 1920s. Their literary works quickly became part of the mainstream of modern Arabic literature and gained the recognition of Arab writers and scholars. The Jewish writers and artists of Iraq, according to Abbas Shiblak, 'were in fact part of the general cultural life of the Arab East, maintaining connections and sometimes working relationships with writers and artists in other Arab countries [...] The works of the Iraqi Jewish intelligentsia were Arabic in essence and expression.'

Participating in the making of Iraqi local culture, Iraqi Jews revived a very old tradition whose roots were in the sixth century AD. When Arabic reached its full development with the appearance of poetry of high standing, Jews were an integral part of pre-Islamic Arab society and Arab Jewish tribes had distinguished poets. One such poet, al-Samaw’al ibn ‘Adiya’ even became proverbial for personal integrity and was since commemorated by the saying *awfa min al-Samaw’al* (more loyal than al-Samaw’al). Later, under the rule of Islam Jews (together with Christians) became protégés of the new community as *Ahl al-Dhimma* (People of the Pact). Well acquainted with the emerging Islamic literature and thoroughly Arabicized; they were by no means passive agents in the new Muslim society. From the ninth century Judeo–Arabic literature flourished, that is, texts in Jewish dialects of vernacular Arabic that combined Hebrew and Aramaic lexical items with Arabic and which was generally written in Hebrew script. Large portions of this literature were scientific, philosophical and theological in nature. The works, for example, of Sa’id ibn Yusuf al-Fayyumi, known as Sa’adia Gaon (882–942), were almost all written in Judeo–Arabic. He also translated the Hebrew Bible into Arabic and in that language he composed his commentary, the *Sharh*. Born in Egypt, after a stay in Palestine he left for Mesopotamia where in 928 AD, he was appointed Head of the Babylonian Academy at Sura, a position he held, with a six-year intermission, until his death. Being well acquainted with Arabic poetry and poetics, which he in fact applied in order to halt a decline in Hebrew writings, Sa’adia Gaon used Arabic literary criticism in order to increase the value of Hebrew poetry in the eyes of his generation. Also, one of the greatest scholars in Jewish history, the physician and philosopher Maimonides (Musa ibn Maymun) (1135–1204), when in Cairo wrote several of his major works in Judeo–Arabic; the most influential of these was *Dalalat al-Ha’irin* (The Guide of the Perplexed). The Jewish Iraqi scholar Sa’d ibn Mansur ibn Kammuna (1215–85) was well versed in science, philosophy, belles-lettres, and especially in mathematics and logic; in 1280 he published *Tanqih al-Abhath li-l-Milal al-Thalath* (Examination of the Inquiries into the Three Faiths), which focused on Islam but dealt also with Christianity and Judaism, the faith in which the author grew up. His critical remarks on Islam led zealous Muslims to make an issue of the fact that a Jew dared to write about their faith and several years later he had to escape a mob riot. Between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries, Jews in al-Andalus became so integrated into Arab culture that many of them were able to achieve widespread recognition for their Arabic poetry; some of them actually converted to Islam. The outstanding most representative of this elite class was Ibrahim ibn Sahl al-Ishbili al-Isra’ili (1208–59) who wrote only in Arabic and became famous for his panegyrics and love poems.
To illustrate the involvement of the Iraqi Jews in Arabic literature in the twentieth century and the inspiration they drew from the above medieval Jewish writers, one can follow the activities of Anwar Sha‘ul (1904–84).21 From the 1920s he was very active in Iraqi literary life and edited two literary journals, *al-Misbah* (The Candelabrum) (1924–29)22 and *al-Hasid* (The Reaper) (1929–38).23 *Al-Misbah* was founded by Salman Shina (1898–1978), a lawyer who later became a member of the Iraqi parliament.24 As the editor of *al-Misbah* in its first year of publication, Sha‘ul wrote under the pseudonym Ibn al-Samaw‘al, an allusion to the above pre-Islamic poet. Like other Iraqi Jewish intellectuals in the 1920s, he considered al-Samaw‘al his cherished model, especially relying on his famous verse, which was at the time full of hope for Iraqi Jewish secular intellectuals: ‘When a man’s honor is not defiled by baseness, / Then every cloak he cloaks himself in is comely.’25 Sha‘ul’s poem ‘The Spring’, published in the first issue of *al-Misbah*,26 illustrated his hope for a new era of national unity far removed from any opportunistic considerations or religious fanaticism. The second journal, *al-Hasid*, was the most influential Iraqi literary journal during the 1930s. This time not only as editor but also as owner, Sha‘ul did his best to be a faithful son of Arab nation, Iraqi society and Arab culture, paying attention to social problems and attempting to modernize local journalism and literature. Being confident that his religion would not pose an obstacle to integration into Iraqi society, in December 1929 he read in al-Gaylani mosque in Baghdad an elegy for the deceased Iraqi leader ‘Abd al-Muhsin al-Sa‘dun (1879–1929).27 Among the other Jewish writers who contributed to the development of Iraqi literature in the first half of the twentieth century were Murad Michael (Mikha‘il) (1906–86),28 Mir Basri (b.1911),29 Shalom Darwish (1913–97),30 Ya‘qub Balbul (1920–2003),31 and Ibrahim Obadya (born 1924).32

As an organic and vital part of Iraqi society, the Jews were numbered among the front ranks of the intelligentsia. As pioneers of modernization and westernization, they even participated in the national Arab movement,33 all in the belief that the Jewish community in Iraq would endure, as the above Shalom Darwish said, ‘to the days of the Messiah’.34 Little did they foresee at the time that political developments in Palestine would abruptly foreshorten Messianic hopes for that community. After King Faysal’s death in 1933 and following the escalation of the national conflict in Palestine, the Jewish community had to walk a fine line. The distinctions made by early Arab nationalists between the Jewish religion and political Zionism began to blur, especially after 1936, with the infiltration of Nazi propaganda and when Iraqi support for the Palestinians coalesced with pan-Arab foreign policy. As Iraqi foreign policy publicly adopted the Palestinian Arabs, the definition of Arabism became ever more narrow and excluded Jews. Because of Palestine, religious and political identification blurred and no matter how vociferous their loyalty as Iraqi Arabs and denials of Zionist partisanship were, Jews became targets of anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism. In June 1941, following the attempted coup d’état by the pro-Nazi Rashid ‘Ali al-Gaylani (1892–1965), they were victims of the *Farhud*, when more than 150 Jews in Baghdad were killed and Jewish property was looted.35

Following the obfuscation of their role in Iraqi society by implying doubts about their loyalty, and as their life became increasingly intolerable, Jews, especially young men, were forced to choose new directions for their future. Whether as a committed way of struggle or as a kind of escapism, the shift in their thinking pushed them into
joining the Zionist movement or the Communist underground. While the former struggled for the establishment of an independent state for the Jews, the latter fought against the corrupt, dictatorial regime and for equal rights for all minorities in Iraq. The Communist underground strengthened especially following the outbreak of the Second World War and Jews joined it ‘out of feelings of Iraqi patriotism’\(^3\) and the belief that Communism was the only force capable of withstanding Nazism. According to details based on Iraqi criminal files,\(^3\) the number of Jews who formally joined the Communist party in the 1940s was 245; with some few exceptions they were from Baghdad and the great majority joined the party in 1946. Not a few among them were at the time still students and among them there were also females. ‘From a small, childish, one dimensional framework’, this underground grew in strength to ‘a tidal wave’.\(^3\) The Communist underground also struggled against Zionism; several of its Jewish members in 1946 founded the magazine *al-'Usba* (The League), which was an organ of ‘‘*Usbat Mukafahat al-Sahyuniyya* (The League for the Struggle against Zionism); it had a 4000–6000 copy daily circulation. The editors were Yusuf Harun Zilkha (b.1921), the head of the League, and Masrur Salih Qattan (b.1913), and among the writers were also non-Jews. Six months later the newspaper was banned and the editors were imprisoned.\(^3\)

In the wake of the war in Palestine and later the establishment of the State of Israel, many Jewish Iraqi poets, writers, journalists and intellectuals emigrated to the new Jewish state,\(^4\) while a much smaller number decided to seek their future in the west, such as Elie Kedourie (1926–1992) and Naim Kattan (Na'im Qatan) (b.1928). Kedourie who in the summer of 1947 left for London to study, later became a renowned professor of political science at the London School of Economics;\(^4\) Kattan, left Baghdad for Paris and then went to Canada to start a career as a writer and critic in French.\(^4\) Only a few chose to stay in Iraq, most of them were angry with the Zionists for their contribution to the expulsion of the Jews from Iraq.\(^4\) Among these was the above Anwar Sha’ul who together with other Jewish writers, such as the above Mir Basri, even in the 1950s and 1960s went on with his literary activities.\(^4\) In 1959 Sha’ul published a poem in praise of the Iraqi Prime Minister ‘‘Abd al-Karim Qasim (1914–23) in which he referred to him as *al-Awhad* (The Unique), an epitaph generally reserved only for God.\(^4\) In April 1969, less than two years after the war of June 1967, Sha’ul participated with Mir Basri in the Iraqi delegation to the Conference of Arab Writers in Baghdad.\(^4\) Standing before the assembly of the conference, he recited a long and sad poem:

My heart beats with love of the Arabs, my mouth proudly speaks their language,
Do not they and I share a common source? The distant past drew us together,
The day al-Samaw’al set in the book of faithfulness an emblem to the Arabs in al-Ablaq.\(^4\)
Today we march towards glory, we together long for a happy tomorrow,
My childhood blossomed on the waters of the Tigris, and the days of my youth drank of the Euphrates,
O Homeland of Arabism, blessed be you as a shelter whose generosity shines in its streets [...] I love my precious homeland, and those who ennobled me with their love [...]
Our fates have been bound together in a radiant homeland which is like water and air to us.48

At the beginning of January 1969 Mir Basri was detained for almost two months for giving an interview to an American ‘spy’, in fact a young scholar who had written a Ph.D. dissertation at Harvard University,49 and then came to Baghdad to undertake research for a book she subsequently published.50 The imprisonment of Basri, at the time Chairman of the Jewish Council, together with Sha’ul Naji, son of the Community President, Chief Rabbi Sasson Khedhouri, was intended to silence the leaders of the Jewish community and stifle their protests before the hanging of the ‘spies’ in late January 1969. Commenting on the hardships he had to endure at the hands of his Iraqi compatriots, Basri wrote a poem titled ‘The Imprisonment of the Body and the Soul’ which includes the following verses:

What sin have I sinned in my life, for which I am so cruelly and harshly punished?
Is it my struggle and my stand on the side of my Iraq and of the Tigris and the Euphrates51

In the 1970s Sha’ul and Basri finally decided that their situation had become untenable and left Iraq, the former for Israel, the latter for Amsterdam and then London where he still lives.

As for the Jewish poets, writers and intellectuals who in the 1950s had already ended up in Israel, they faced harsh material conditions and difficulties in adapting to the new and fundamentally different society. They underwent, as Sasson Somekh (born 1933) testified in respect of his own trials and tribulations, an ‘experience of shock and uprooting’, and in these conditions ‘it became difficult to think about literature’.52 However, among the emigrants who continued writing in Arabic it was soon possible to discern two groups generally parallel to the dominant trends among the Palestinian local minority: those who preferred to be active under the establishment53 aegis and those who joined the Communist party.54 From the 1960s, most Iraqi Jewish writers and poets who emigrated to Israel as the years went by completely severed themselves from any creative activities. Those who still insisted on writing faced the question of language: their mother tongue was Arabic and on arriving in Israel most of them did not know Hebrew. On the other hand, the language of the new state was Hebrew, the language of Zionism, while Arabic was the language of the enemy. The gradual demise of Arabic literature written by Jews opened up a new controversy regarding the cultural preferences of Israeli society; a dilemma as to whether or not Arab culture could be regarded as a ‘correct’ source of inspiration for the new Israeli Hebrew culture. Following the consolidation of the Zionist master narrative, no wonder that we find some of the Communist Jewish writers moving into the Zionist camp. The most prominent of these was Sami Michael (Sami Mikha’il) (b.1926),55 whose transition to writing in Hebrew illustrated his ‘crossing of lines’, leaving behind the Communist ideology, even as he refused to see himself as Zionist.56

Only few insisted on remaining true to their cultural origins and continued to write in Arabic. Among these we might mention two writers who began publishing only in
the 1970s, though their books hardly found any readership inside or outside Israel: Ishaq Bar-Moshe (1927–2003) and Samir Naqqash (1938–2004). Although each represented a different concept of Arab–Jewish symbiosis, both soon realized that they were working in a void and that the Jewish voice in Arab literature was lost, a fact regretted today even by Muslim and Christian authors. Samir Naqqash’s following words epitomize that loss:

I don’t exist in this country [Israel], not as a writer, a citizen nor human being. I don’t feel that I belong anywhere, not since my roots were torn from the ground [in Iraq].

The fact that Bar-Moshe and Naqqash died recently illustrates that Arabic writing by Jews has become in fact a phenomenon of the past.

In the rest of this article I will deal with the unique case of Ishaq Bar-Moshe, whose life and literary work illustrate the complexities for those Arab–Iraqi Jews who, though succeeding in integrating into Israeli society, still feel that their cultural roots are rather Arab.

Born in 1927 to a religious middle-class family in the overwhelmingly Muslim Qambar ‘Ali quarter in Baghdad, Ishaq (Isaac) Bar-Moshe was educated at the Rahel Shahmun School, then at al-Rusafa School and al-I’dadiyya al-Ahliyya. From the age of five he read translations of world literature as well as Arabic literature, his favourite reading being the Iraqi Dhu al-Nun Ayyub (1908–98) and the Egyptians Ibrahim ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Mazini (1890–1949) and Tawfiq al-Hakim (1898–1987). In 1949, he attended the Baghdad Law College. However, while still a student in September 1950 he emigrated to Israel. He worked for a time as a clerk at the oil refineries in Haifa, until in 1958 he joined Dar al-Idha’a al-Isra’iliyya (Israeli Broadcasting House), the Israeli Arabic broadcasting station, where he served as a commentator on Arab issues and held several positions, among them Head of the Political Department. In October 1968 he founded the governmental Arabic language daily al-Anba’ and edited it until April 1970. Following the signing of the peace treaty with Egypt he served two terms as attache´for journalistic and cultural affairs in the Israeli embassy in Cairo (1983–86 and 1988–91). Then he edited the monthly Arabic cultural magazine Qaws Quzah (Rainbow) published by the Israeli Foreign Ministry; he also edited the Arabic version of the Journal Ariel published by the ministry in several foreign languages. Bar-Moshe was an active member of the Jerusalem branch of the Freemason order, which has among its objectives religious tolerance, assistance to others, brotherly love, and political compromise. Influence from Freemason preaching is found in his literary writings which are far removed from any kind of extremism or radicalism.

While in Baghdad Bar-Moshe anonymously published short stories, but in Israel it was only in 1972 that he published his first collection, Wara’ al-Sur wa-Qisas Ukhra (Behind the Fence and Other Stories). Apart from his own literary writing he started to publish Arabic translations of literary works by Israeli writers, which undoubtedly contributed to his mastering of some modernist techniques of the genre. Inspired by stream of consciousness literature, especially that of Virginia Woolf (1882–1941) who since the 1940s has had a great influence on Arab writers, most of his stories probe the complexity of the human soul in an attempt to understand the
psychological motives behind people’s actions. Detailed interior monologues appear frequently in his writings which also reveal a spiritual drive in a way reminiscent of that of the Muslim mystics. Stripped of any signifier of space or ethnicity, the literary characters in his stories are generally introvert personalities marked by alienation and strangeness with hardly any interest in matters outside their own feelings and thoughts. In fact, Bar-Moshe’s stories were part of the general trend in Arabic literature of the 1960s and 1970s which expressed the tragic absurdity of human existence in modern civilization – the main theme being that this materialistic civilization obliterates human spiritual values and leaves human beings in an existential limbo.66

Many stories seem to have been inspired by the work of the Austrian novelist Franz Kafka (1883–1924), especially by his existentialist sensibility which reflects the religious confusion of the human being in the twentieth century, the strangeness and alienation he feels in this world, and his wafting between the nihility of existence and divine salvation.67 Most of the conflicts in Bar-Moshe’s stories are not because of political or social differences but rather due to inner emotional disharmony, intellectual discord and a struggle against the darkest sides of the human soul. Sometimes, the battle is against fate or against those forces in society which consider the progress of human civilization as engendering the sacred tradition. Experiencing alienation and estrangement, most of his protagonists, or rather anti-heroes, are outsiders living in their own world of misery or on the margins of society, not willing to compromise their principles. Some of them suffer from schizophrenia which leads them to seek refuge in a world of imagination and dreams, a world sometimes nothing other than another nightmare.68 In addition to his interest in the world of imagination and dreams, other characteristics of his stories include his focus on ghosts and the irrational, the life hereafter, and death.69 Some scholars refer to Bar-Moshe’s interest in the world of dreams and imagination as a kind of escapism following the suffering of Iraqi Jews in transit camps: ‘Everything was new to them – the language, the customs and social atmosphere […] the camp was a new world completely different from the world the emigrants had known in Iraq.’70 It should be noted however that when Bar-Moshe published his first stories, the transit camps were a phenomenon of the past.

Bar-Moshe’s first collection mentioned above consists of 12 stories one of which may be referred to as meta-fictional and which deals with the author’s own literary experience, namely *Mu’anat Qissa* (The Experience of a [Birth] of a Story).71 This story is about a man’s attempt to express his own experiences in literary writing. Unlike the original pragmatic meaning of the Aristotelian ‘catharsis’ (purging), it seems that at the time of writing, the story served as an act with a cathartic purpose for the author himself.72 Bar-Moshe, like the Egyptian poet Salah ‘Abd al-Sabur (1931–81) in his theory of the creative process,73 indirectly argues that the ‘catharsis’ takes place within the soul of the artist himself.74 After many frustrating attempts the writer succeeded and the story ends with the hero starting to write his own story: ‘His eyes were shining with hope while the first beautiful fascinating sentences accumulated to write for him in the world of fantasies the first desired words which struck his mind as if they were like an axe digging the earth so that the water would burst forth and become a noisy river, the source hidden in the unknown but that
flowed vigorously and abundantly, noisy and free, in order to flood the world’ (p.50).75

One can hardly ignore the autobiographical elements in this story; Bar-Moshe himself had waited until he was 45 years old before publishing his first collection, which included the above story. The highly optimistic closure of the story may be a hint of the hopes which the author had set on his literary writing: it is like digging the hard earth in search of the hidden source which inevitably will burst forth and flood the world.

Another story in the collection, al-Rabiya al-Thalitha (The Third Hill),76 may be considered a sequel to the above story that adds to the optimistic feeling of the implied author (that is ‘the implicit image of an author in the text’)77 the aspect of the limitation on a human being’s activity in this world. The hills the hero passes through may be deemed stages in the creative experience. However, when reaching the third hill he realizes he is a prisoner: ‘the most important thing that you should have is the desire to obey. We want from you complete surrender without any reservations.’78 The hero discovers that human freedom is only relative; real freedom without any restriction is impossible. The ‘axe digging the earth’ which appears at the end of ‘The Experience of a [Birth] of a Story’ seems also to be a prisoner of restrictions on human freedom. The issue of relative individual freedom is also the subject of another story, ‘Suha’,79 the title being the name of Ibrahim’s girlfriend whose father refuses to allow her to marry him.

Some of the stories in the first collection deal with the mystical and metaphysical drive in human life. In al-Dar al-Mayyita (The Dead House),80 the narrator at exactly 9 a.m. receives a telephone call from a childhood friend who many years before had joined him in entering a risky deserted house next to their school. In its dark basement they had met a female demon which event had given them a sense of knowing the unknown. When they returned they realized that their journey had not taken any time at all; it was as it were as if time itself had stopped. Moreover, at the level of the narration when the conversation with his friend ends the narrator realizes that the time is still 9 a.m.! The story brings to mind the oxymoronic mystical nature of the hal, that is the mystical state, according to medieval Sufi sources: it is an enduring phenomenon, one that occurs, however, outside of human serial time. Accordingly, the term waqt (literally, ‘time’) designates the ‘present moment’, that is the moment the gift of hal is granted to the Sufi mystic. Waqt then is like a sword, cutting off whatever was beforehand and whatever will be afterwards, leaving man in absolute nakedness in the presence of God.81 The Sufi mystic has been called ibn al-waqt, i.e. he who gives himself completely over to the present moment and receives what God sends down to him without a single thought about present, past, and future.82 For the Sufis the Prophet’s expression li ma’a Allah waqtun (‘I have a time with God’) pointed to their own mystical experience when, as Annemarie Schimmel puts it, ‘they break through created time and reach the Eternal Now in God’, when everything created is annihilated. Similarly, for the Indian poet and philosopher Muhammad Iqbal (1873–1938) this Prophetic tradition signifies the moment at which ‘the infidel’s griddle’, namely, ‘serial’, time, is torn and ‘the mystic establishes direct contact with God in a person-to-person encounter’.83

In another story which bears the collection’s title, Wara’ al-Sur (Behind the Fence),84 the narrator is a small stone that a worker kicks inside the courtyard of a
house. Through the stone’s voice, the reader is invited to witness an investigation into the human characteristics and the relationships between characters from different classes in society, such as the owner of the house, the old gardener, the servant, a young man and his girlfriend hiding inside the garden kissing each other, the postman, and the servant girl and her boyfriend. The stone also listens to a conversation between two men on whether God exists in stones. The story ends with a kind of pantheistic conception that everything in the world, even inanimate objects, share in the Divine essence.

Bar-Moshe’s second collection, *al-Dubb al-Qutbi wa-Qisas Ukhra* (The Polar Bear and Other Stories) (1973), includes 14 stories dealing with the same topics as in the first collection. For example, his tendency towards the mystical and metaphysical aspects of life is revealed in *Qaryat al-Ahrar* (The Village of Free Men),85 where the main idea is the desire to be free from the imprisonment of the body. The writer’s interest in meta-fiction is expressed in the story *Riwayat al-Hayat* (The Novel of Life),86 which deals with the gap between the behaviour of the characters in a novel written by a friend of the narrator and their principles. However, unlike his previous collection, here he touches on his experiences in Iraq such as in the story *Abu Na’ima*,87 which tells the story of a poor man whose love for a woman called Na’ima is so desperate that he refuses to be named except after her.

The third collection, *Raqsat al-Matar wa-Qisas Ukhra* (The Dance of the Rain and Other Stories) (1974), includes 12 stories most of which deal with the sense of alienation of the individual from the surrounding society, with the mystical drive intruding. For example in *al-Isha’a* (The Rumor),88 a young woman has been disappointed by her lover and shuts herself in her house and although no one speaks to her various rumours spread about her fate.

The above three collections give the impression that Bar-Moshe wishes to present his literary work within the tradition of universal literature written in Arabic with only minor connections with his Arab–Jewish past in Iraq or with the Middle East conflict. The timespan between his emigration from Baghdad and the publication of these collections strengthens that conviction and has enabled critics to present theses about his literary preferences.89 In the following years, Bar-Moshe published three more collections of short stories some of which dealt with the Israeli–Palestinian conflict; he also rather surprised his readers with the publication of a semi-autobiographical trilogy covering his own life in Iraq and corresponding to the most critical stage of the Jewish–Iraqi community in modern times.

Bar-Moshe dedicated his fourth collection, *Aswar al-Quds wa-Qisas Ukhra* (The Walls of Jerusalem and Other Stories) (1976), which includes 11 stories, to ‘My brothers and friends on both sides of the line’. The stories deal with various aspects of Jewish–Arab encounters following the 1967 War; most of them express an attempt to understand the feeling and desires of people on both sides of the conflict. For example, the first story *al-La’na al-Ula* (The First Curse),90 deals with the psychological motives behind the acts of the Palestinian fedayeen who risk their lives in the struggle with Israel. In the second story, *al-Risala* (The Letter),91 an Israeli soldier whose brother was killed in the war reveals a humanistic sense by helping a Palestinian to send a letter to worried relatives abroad. In both stories the writer tries to understand the feelings and miseries of Palestinian individuals. Other stories, such as *Ahmad wa-I-Tabib* (Ahmad and the Physician)92 and *Maktab al-
Ustadh Anwar (The Office of Mr Anwar),93 try to penetrate into the souls of Palestinian individuals in East Jerusalem, who suffer and feel distress as a result of the 1967 encounter with their Jewish neighbours. One sentence from an interior monologue in a story titled al-Musaddas (the Revolver),94 will illustrate the stance of the implied author of the entire collection: ‘The only important point is to observe human relationships and respect the humanity of human beings, in every situation, in every circumstance, by any and all means’ (p.147).95 In his next two collections, Allah wa-l-Zahra wa-Qisas Ukhra (God and the Flower and Other Stories) (1982) and Ma Wara’ al-Hayat wa-Qisas Ukhra (Beyond Life and Other Stories) (1985) the writer continues his preaching of this objective with new attempts to understand the psychological structure of ordinary men and women. However, everything he published after 1975 was overshadowed by his semi-autobiographical trilogy in which through a personal account he gave expression to the collective experiences of the Iraqi Jews in the twentieth century. The three parts of the trilogy remain indispensable historical documents for the history of Iraqi Jews in modern times.

The historical and political events, which influenced the life of the Iraqi Jews in modern times until the mass emigration, were for Bar-Moshe a background for a vivid and colorful panoramic description of Jewish life in Baghdad. In rich language he touches on almost every corner of the cultural Arab–Jewish life in the colourful exotic streets and alleys of Baghdad, its characters, traditions, costumes, daily life and the complicated relationship of the Jews with their Muslim neighbours. Reading the trilogy one can hardly ignore the great inspiration Egyptian literature had on Bar-Moshe,96 particularly Taha Husayn (1889–1973) and Najib Mahfuz (b.1911). In writing each of the three novels the author was inspired by Husayn’s autobiographical novel al-Ayyam (1926–7, The Days), however unlike al-Ayyam, he employs the first person, colouring his narrative with a very intimate and subjective tone. The intimate tone is strengthened by the frequent use of dialogues or interior monologues. Influenced by Mahfuz’s Cairene trilogy,97 Bar-Moshe employed a fictional strategy in which the general political events are a necessary framework for the depiction of the characters and their lives. So much so that in the case of the trilogy of Mahfuz, one may read it as a kind of alternative history of Egyptian society in the first half of the twentieth century and in the case of Bar-Moshe’s trilogy one may read it as a kind of history of the Iraqi Jews in the twentieth century. The dialogues in both trilogies are reconstructions in literary standard Arabic (fusha) of what would have been spoken in the dialect (‘ammiiyya).

The first book in Bar-Moshe’s trilogy is the memoir al-Khuruj min al-‘Iraq: Dhikrayat 1945–1950 (Exodus from Iraq: Memories 1945–1950) (1975). With this, Bar-Moshe was the first author to publish a personal account of the events leading up to the tragic end of the Iraqi Jewish community, which was descended from the ancient Jewish Babylonian community as described in the Old Testament. The book, Bar-Moshe says, is ‘a novel if you like, or a collection of short stories, or a personal history, but in the final [analysis] it is perhaps a mixture of all of these things together’.98 Consisting of 123 chapters, each self-contained and recounting some event, the book records true episodes, either experienced by the author himself or by his friends. Some episodes may seem trivial and minor; others provide the reader with glimpses that contribute to the study of the short stories the author had previously published. For example, in one episode, which calls to mind the story al-
Sirdab (The Cellar) from the first collection, he describes how children were afraid to go down into the cellar of the family’s house for fear of meeting the genie which dwelt there. It is the accumulation of all these types of episode which gives the book its full impact, especially seen from the viewpoint of the events that preceded the mass emigration of the Iraqi Jews to Israel in the early 1950s, following a wave of harassment and systematic persecution. In all their long history, Iraqi Jews had never experienced such overt discrimination by their Muslim compatriots. Moreover, the reader is led to the conclusion that Jewish emigration was not at all a result of an inner Zionist drive on the part of the Iraqi Jews, but rather the result of sheer stupidity and blindness on the part of the Iraqi authorities at the time (in particular that of the successive governments of Nuri al-Sa’id [1888–1958]) and their shortsighted policies and cynical opportunism. It seems they used the Jews as a scapegoat for their own problems and failures, in order to protect themselves from the anger of their own people. In a chapter titled ‘When the Time Stopped’, Bar-Moshe refers to the trial and execution of Shafiq ‘Adas (1900–48) as a turning point in the modern history of Iraqi Jews. ‘Adas, a wealthy businessman from Basra, is arrested on charges of siding with the clandestine Zionist movement. For their refusal to interfere, the author considers the British as another villain in this injustice which the Jews understood as a clear sign that Iraq was no longer their homeland.

Eight years later Bar-Moshe published the semi-autobiographical novel, Baytun fi Baghdad (A House in Baghdad) (1983), which tells the story of three generations of his family and of his own childhood and boyhood. The novel opens in the mid 1920s, when the narrator was two years old and ends with the events of 1936, when the coup d’etat of Bakr Sidqi took place. Referring to the strong impression the novel leaves on readers regarding the deep bonds of friendship and goodwill between Jews and Muslims in Iraq, Nissim Rejwan (Nissim Rijwan) (b.1924), himself an Iraqi Jew, wrote that many readers of the book today, including Muslim and Christian Arabs ‘will probably find it difficult to believe how closely-knit the lives of the Jews and non-Jews were in Iraq, in the years described here’. The period the author deals with, which is prior to the penetration of Nazi propaganda into Iraq, was coloured with a vision of Muslim–Christian–Jewish cooperation. However, throughout the novel which shows how the lives of the Jews were interwined with those of their non-Jewish neighbours, the ‘author’ is aware of the inevitable failure in the future of the Iraqi Arab Muslim–Christian–Jewish vision. Although the novel concentrates on the life of the Jews in Iraq, some writers in Egypt paid specific attention to the phenomenon of a Jewish author writing about the symbiotic contact of the Jews with Muslims and Christians. In his column in al-Jumhuriyya, Ibrahim al-Wirdani (born 1919), for example, expressed his astonishment at the similarities in the life and mores of the Jewish community, as described in the novel, and those of the average Arab household. Bar-Moshe, according to al-Wirdani, ‘frankly, let me enter the Jewish Arab household in all its detail and made me feel as if I had actually lived there’. Unfortunately, the hybrid Arab–Jewish cultural aspects of the novel, which were praised by al-Wirdani, were the very reason the Hebrew version has been totally ignored by the Israeli canonical cultural system which still does not recognize the hybrid Arab–Jewish culture as a legitimate option in Israeli society.

In 1988 Bar-Moshe completed his trilogy with the book Ayyam al-‘Iraq (Iraq’s Days) which covers the period between the mid 1930s and the mid 1940s. One of the
anecdotes in this novel provides another proof of the above mentioned motivation of Jewish students to demonstrate excellence in Arabic and the tension it caused between them and the Muslims: the narrator recalls how one of his teachers praised his style, even holding up his writing as a model, but anonymously.106

A short while before he died in December 2003, Bar-Moshe had completed the manuscript of his last book which was on events of the Farhud. This book, Yawman fi Huzairan (Two Days in June), was published posthumously by Rabitat al-Jami‘iyin al-Yahud al-Nazihin min al-‘Iraq (The Association of Jewish Academics Immigrants from Iraq) (2004). In a ‘clarification’ appended to the book, Bar-Moshe explains that this book is part of the historical context of his already published trilogy and that the four books together form al-Ruba‘iyyat al-‘Iraqiya (The Iraqi Quartet). One could, however, view ‘Two Days in June’ as an addendum to ‘Iraq’s Days’ in the last scene of which the narrator walks down al-Rashid Street in Baghdad, in an atmosphere of increasing tension following the start of the German offensive against Poland. When he notices headlines in the Iraq Times newspaper on Britain’s declaration of war against Germany, he walks faster to try to avoid bursting into tears; when he gets home, he breaks down and weeps, weeping crying until ‘I started to paint in my imagination a dreadful picture of what would happen, the horror of which put an end to tears, and made the heart as strong as granite’ (pp.388–9).

From the fictional point of view the last scene of ‘Iraq’s Days’ is a kind of foreshadowing or an advance mention, that is, a narrative ‘seed’ the importance of which would not usually be recognized on first appearance. However, in ‘Iraq’s Days’ it is clear to the reader that this foreshadowing is a prelude to the Farhud’s events which are described in ‘Two Days in June’. The book’s 154 pages are divided into 38 chapters which are full of expanded and detailed dialogues complementary to ‘Iraq’s Days’. The latter is the shortest part of the trilogy; it has 389 pages; ‘A House in Baghdad’ has 420 pages; and ‘Exodus from Iraq’ has 597 pages. It seems that when Bar-Moshe wrote ‘Iraq’s Days’ confronting memories of the Farhud was very disconcerting. Even in his last book, ‘Two Days in June’, he was very cautious in dealing with the horrors of the events and generally preferred to concentrate on general background and related events.

Bar-Moshe wrote his last book from a Zionist perspective. For example, one of the main figures is the narrator’s friend Elie Kedourie who, as a 14 or 15-year-old at the time, appears to be, despite his youth, an authority on political science and Middle Eastern affairs (undoubtedly his figure is built up in view of his future achievements). In a dialogue with the narrator, Kedourie whose relationship with the narrator is presented as that of a mentor and an admirer (although he was older than the author-narrator by only one year) anticipates even before the Farhud that as an outcome of the war in Europe and the situation in Palestine, ‘the upshot of it all will probably be the declaration soon of a Jewish state’ (p.66). This is presumably a view that the ‘real’ Kedourie would never have expressed in early 1941. More than once Kedourie argued that even in the 1940s ‘the Zionist cause did not seem to me as a matter of any political wisdom. The expectancies which Zionism was creating were too high and unrealistic’ (Davar Ha-Shavuva‘, 7 April 1988, p.9).

Events in Iraq in 2003 and hopes for the establishment of a new state of Iraq dominate the last chapter of Yawman fi Huzairan titled ‘Retrospective Glance – in
2003’. The narrator relates how the Farhud was followed by a second Farhud – in the early 1950s when harassment and persecution organized by the Iraqi authorities caused the mass emigration to Israel. The end of the last chapter reads: ‘The Iraqi people woke up in 2003 when their country had to start everything from the beginning (this time it was a popular Farhud against the Ba’th government and the tyrannical family of Saddam Husayn)’ (p.154).

On the whole, from the literary point of view the author’s work in journalism before and during the writing of the trilogy, had an imprint on his style: unlike the tendency of Arab writers of the second half of the twentieth century to present condensed texts, sometimes ambiguous so as to permit ‘a variety of interpretations’ and ‘a multiplicity of meanings’, Bar-Moshe avoids any ambiguity and provides the reader with lengthy and detailed conversations without leaving anything in doubt. This certainly brings some of his descriptive writing closer to being historical or sometimes even journalistic reports and somehow far from modernist literary style.

Bar-Moshe, whose literary career began in the early 1970s, was one of the last Jewish writers in Arabic. His literary works consist of two main branches with different generic, thematic and stylistic preferences: for the expression of his social, existential and philosophical views he employed the genre of the short story, with an obvious inclination towards detailed interior monologues and psychological insights. The stories generally reflect universal concepts and tend to reveal the inner nature of human beings; they are mostly well removed from any specific time and place and when read in translation hardly point to the ethnic, religious or national identity of the author. The novel, the semi-autobiographical novel or the memoir are used for the recollection of his life in Iraq and for expressing his views on the last stage of the Iraqi Jewish community. The fictional framework is constructed on solid historical material in a way which enables the reader to see the books as an alternative history for the events described from the point of view of an Iraqi Jew living in Israel. Between the lines one can familiarize oneself with the clash after 1948 between the Zionist and the post-Zionist narratives.

Despite the richness of his literary works Bar-Moshe has been pushed to the margins of Israeli literature and has a very limited readership. The canonical Hebrew Establishment does not express any interest in his works – none of his writings have attracted the attention of outstanding Israeli literary critics and he has generally been considered to be an ethnic voice giving expression to views and issues which at most are relevant to only a limited section of Israeli society. This is in evident contrast, at least as seen above from the point of view of his short stories, to the universal nature of his work. His marginal status in Israeli culture as well as the feeling that for non-literary considerations his work has been left without serious attention from Arab critics and scholars are presumably the reasons why his literary voice had not been heard for a number of years before his death. He tried to publish his memoir Misr fi Qalbi in Hebrew but no publisher expressed any interest in the experiences of an Arab Jewish writer restoring his immediate and direct connections with Arab culture after a break of more than 30 years. As the roots of Jewish nationalism lie in Eastern Europe and the overall orientation of modern Israeli canonical culture is
predominantly Ashkenazi western oriented, no wonder that Arab culture has been rejected by the dominant circles. There is no better illustration of this than the structure of departments of Hebrew and Comparative Literature at Israeli universities where you can hardly find in tenure academic scholars of modern Hebrew literature or comparative literature who have a knowledge of Arabic or have taken the trouble to study the Arabic language and literature. Comparative studies can legitimately be done with Russian, Italian, Japanese, Polish, and of course with English, French and German, but hardly with Arabic literary works in the original.

Bar-Moshe’s life and literary work may be regarded as a microcosm for the fate of Iraqi Arabic literature. As part of a Eurocentric narrative and adopting the dichotomy between East and West as a given, objective category, the hegemonic Zionist narrative’s attitude to Bar-Moshe’s work and to Arab Jewish culture in general is not surprising. ‘Stripped of our history’, as Arab Jewish scholar Ella Habiba Shohat, a professor of cultural studies and women’s studies at CUNY, says, ‘we have been forced by our no–exit situation to repress our collective nostalgia’. In Forget Baghdad: Jews and Arabs – The Iraqi Connection, Shohat relates how ‘when I went to kindergarten in Israel, I was aware that Arabic words sometimes slipped in when I spoke. I was ashamed’. In order to be incorporated into the narrative, as G. Piterberg puts it, ‘the Arab Jews were forced to negate their memory and culture, just as “the Exilic Jew” was forced to do according to the general pattern of the Negation of Exile, in order to transform themselves and become eligible to join the Zionist/Israeli imagined community’. Those like Bar-Moshe who insisted on retaining some connection with their Arab origins, such as writing in Arabic even if they did it from a Zionist perspective, have paid the price of marginalization and being pushed to the remote edges of Israeli society and culture. In addition, while imposing their interpretative authority over all other cultural groups, the hegemonic cultural Hebrew circles which pride themselves on being mainly leftist–liberal refrain from openly and publicly expressing negative views regarding Arab, certainly not Arab–Jewish, culture. This is presumably for fear that it would mean voicing a disparaging attitude towards the ‘other’ and would thus not be ‘politically correct’, especially after multiculturalism had become a fundamental component of the new local intellectual discourse and the consensus of opinion, at least publicly, was that the Eurocentric character of Israeli education should be multiculturalized. To resolve this ‘cognitive dissonance’ and preserve the cosy reassurance of its liberal and tolerant attitude towards the culture of the minority in its midst, the literary Establishment gives Arab or Arab–Jewish culture a ‘seat’ in the local cultural arena – whether through Palestinian writers such as the Druze Na‘im ‘Arayidi (b.1948) and the Christian Antun Shammas (b.1950) who are ‘chosen’ by the canonical centre as representatives of the minority, or through Hebrew, Arab Jewish writers such as the above Sami Michael or Eli ‘Amir (born 1937).

From the 1980s in the light of Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978), the development of post-colonial theories, and the rise of multicultural studies, there developed a critical literature on the way the hegemonic Ashkenzi society of the 1950s absorbed Arab Jewish immigrants and its attitude to their Arab culture. In addition, thanks to the activities of a new generation of scholars and intellectuals of ‘Arab Jewish’ or ‘Jewish Arab’ origin, the terms ‘Jewish Arabism’ or ‘Arab Judaism’, which almost disappeared from the academic scholarship and discourse after 1948, have made
their comeback. Greatly contributing to this end is the journal *Teoria U–Bikoret* (*Theory and Criticism*); more than 20 issues already having been published from 1991 by the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute. From the 16th issue (2000), the editor has been Yehuda Shenhav, a Tel–Aviv University professor and an activist of *Ha-Keshet Ha-Demokratt Ha-Mizrahit* (The Oriental Democratic Spectrum). Stating that the negation of Arab culture and the crystallization of western culture within Zionism is a powerful driving force Shenhav argues that a large part of the struggle over multiculturalism in Israel is a struggle over the collective memory, since Zionist streams of memory are mobilized and used to form the insight and positions of Arab Jewish immigrants towards the Arabs and their culture. Just as the memory of the Holocaust was put aside for the sake of the State of Israel, so the *Farhud* pogrom in Baghdad, which in all seriousness has been described as part of the events of the Holocaust, as for example in some of the publications of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in Or-Yehuda. The same centre, which was founded in 1972, has since painted Jewish Iraqi modern history in Zionist colours, and has even sent a letter to the Ministry of Education asking why ‘the Holocaust in Baghdad’ is not a major part of the State history programme.

It is not too far-fetched to see Arabic literature by Jews as another victim of the conflict played out in Palestine, especially following the disappearance of the distinction between ‘Jew’ and ‘Zionist’ in Arab nationalist discourse and the attitude of the hegemonic Zionist narrative to Arab culture. Since the early 1950s, the literature of twentieth century Iraqi Jews produced in Arabic has been entirely relegated to the margins of Arabic of literature. Political, national and cultural reasons are mainly behind that process and behind the paucity of scholarly attention this literature has been given through the years. Although the literary writing of Iraqi Jews in the 1940s gained some attention among Jewish intellectuals in Palestine, scholars outside Iraq since 1948 have totally shunned the study of that literature. Nevertheless, one should not forget that in the 1920s Jewish Iraqi intellectuals were literary pioneers who stood on the threshold of emancipation with the highest hopes in their hearts. Therefore, ‘their attitudes must be examined’, as indicated by Emile Marmorstein (1901–83), headmaster of the Shammash School for boys in Baghdad in the 1930s, ‘in the light of the generous prospects of the twenties rather than in the gloom of a decade in which their visions have been almost completely shattered’.
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